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High-performance, hyper-scalable integration engine for always-on business

Digitalization is accelerating, increasing pressure on your business to diversify revenue channels. To compete,
you need seamless integration across your ecosystem of trading partners, cloud applications and legacy
systems. The problem is that many traditional B2B technology providers present real limitations to enabling
modern business models and meeting the expectations of today’s customer.
When existing technology goes down, when it can’t scale, and when it doesn’t support new modes of doing
business, it becomes impossible to take advantage of growth opportunities.
CIC Engine is the power center at the core of Cleo’s flagship platform, Cleo Integration Cloud (CIC), providing the
industry’s most powerful routing, orchestration, and runtime automation of end-to-end B2B business processes.
CIC Engine provides the integration and connectivity foundation for customers to dramatically scale their
business and meet the explosive demands of their ecosystem.
With CIC Engine, Cleo customers gain
1. Powerful runtime automation for dynamic integration that support seamless business processes and
efficient day-to-day operations
2. Hyper-scalable architecture to enable agility and flexibility resulting in always-on supply chains
3. Rich connectivity and any-to-any data transformation to streamline and optimize Order-to-Cash, Procure-toPay, and Load Tender-to-Invoice transactions

CIC Engine provides powerful routing, orchestration, and runtime automation for frictionless B2B business
processes at the heart of revenue-driving operations.
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OVERVIEW

CIC Engine is the runtime engine at the core of Cleo’s CIC platform. CIC Engine consists of a Protocol Engine
for connectivity and an Integration Engine for any-to-any data transformation, which together provide intelligent
orchestration and powerful automation of mission-critical API and B2B-based integration processes spanning
trading partners, cloud applications, and on-premise business systems.

Protocol Engine

Integration Engine

Robust connectivity to enable
dynamic, end-to-end B2B and
application dataflows for seamless
business interactions

Any-to-any data transformation to
deliver comprehensive integration
across deep array data syntaxes

Rich library of B2B communications
and system standards for seamless
trading partner and system
connectivity
AS2, FTP/S, SFTP
Trading partner mailbox, email

Enable both batch and real-time,
multichannel business processes
on a single platform
EDI: ANSI X12, EDIFACT,
Tradacoms
Non-EDI: JSON, SOAP, XML, flat
file, spreadsheet, CSV, database

BENEFITS
1. Always-on technology to support always-on demand
Meet elevated customer demands and support business 24/7 with enterprise-grade service level commitment of
99.95% uptime
2. Meet trading partner demands
Rapidly roll out requirements from new or existing trading partners to support continuous delivery to your
business teams
3. Eliminate Complexity
Take advantage of a single integration engine that is specifically designed to support API, EDI, or non-EDI based
B2B transactions
4. Scale Faster Than Ever
Hyper-scalable integration that helps drive multichannel growth, expand operational capacity, and capture
increasing demands stemming from eCommerce or other digital revenue streams
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KEY FEATURES
Enable batch and real-time

Instrument and automate batch and streaming processes on a single platform and support end-to-end business
processes built on B2B and API-based integration
Gain robust connectivity
Utilize robust, secure protocols and communications standards to design and orchestrate end-to-end dataflows
between all your trading partners and internal systems
Leverage high-performance any-to-any transformation
Support extensive mapping, translation, and any-to-any integration requirements with flexible, high-performance
data transformation utilizing a comprehensive library of data syntaxes
Bridge the gap to connect internal systems
Migrate workloads to the cloud and extend hybrid integration to support legacy systems through intelligent
orchestration and secure connectivity to on-premise file servers, databases, and non-API-based applications
Empower your ecosystem
Bolster business across your ecosystem with partner mailbox connectivity and runtime automation to help
streamline people-to-system integration processes
Build, deploy, run
Empower business and technical users with runtime process automation that generates contextually rich data
viewable in real-time operational visibility with technical drilldowns and actionable insight

Recognized “Leader” in iPaaS
and EDI categories on G2 Crowd

About Cleo Integration Cloud
Cleo Integration Cloud (CIC) is a cloud-based integration platform, purpose-built
to design, build, operate and optimize critical ecosystem integration processes.
The CIC platform brings end-to-end integration visibility across API, EDI and nonEDI integrations that gives technical and business users the confidence to rapidly
onboard trading partners, enable integration between applications, and accelerate
revenue-generating business processes. On the platform, businesses have the
choice of self-service, managed services, or a blended approach – ensuring
complete flexibility and control over their B2B integration strategy.
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